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highest figure in the State. Senor Gil Roblcs declared that the
only point to be discussed was whether the President had
interpreted national opinion in dissolving the Cortes. The
result of the elections, Senor Roblcs believed, had amply
justified the President's action.
the nazis and ttii? bible
Reich Bishop Muller, the nominal head of the German
Protestant Church, has written a Germanised version of the
Sermon on the Mount. All references to the Jewish Old Testa-
ment are omitted, every possible reference is made to blood,
comradeship, honour, and Volksgeweiuschiifl, and it complies
with the Nazi desire to adapt the JJiblc to the peculiar spiritual
needs of Nordic man. In this new version the verses in St.
Matthew's Gospel, chap, v, appear thus:
"Happy is he who always acts as a good comrade, lie will
get on in the world.
"Happy are they who keep the peace with their Volksgenosscn
(fellow-nationals): they do God's will.
"Happy are they who live and work honourably and faith-
fully, who yet find themselves persecuted and defamed—they
have the fellowship of God.
"You carry it in your blood and your fathers have taught it
to you:
"One single deed of genuine, comradely understanding is
worth more in God's eyes than any matter-of-fact church-
going.
"If your comrade in excitement strikes you in the face, it is
not always right immediately to strike him in return. It is more
manly to maintain a quiet bearing. Probably your comrade will
then feel ashamed."
An excellent sermon, but hardly an accurate rendering.
Wednesday 8	the committee of thirteen at geneva
The prospects of further conciliatory action in the Italo-
Abyssinian War and the charge that poison gas was being used
by the Italian troops were discussed at the meeting of the
Committee of Thirteen which took place at Geneva. Mr. Eden
said: "We must have an immediate cessation of hostilities and
negotiation within the framework of the League and in the
spirit of the Covenant. We must have the result during the
next few days, while we are still at Geneva."
Referring to the use of gas, he said: "We must remember
that both parties signed the Geneva Protocol of 1935. This
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